Rations for the settlers would last could tell St. Maxent what they preferred items. The governor's St. Maxent, who was also the comm foodstuffs. Anselmo Blanchard received and to clear the first lands for plantations however, would supervise the accuracy of the accounts Blanchard protect royal interests and property.

Almost immediately after arriving difficulties with Judice, the commandant Chetimachas. Through the Spanish was almost inextricably. Judice claimed annoyed St. Maxent that the latter asserted jurisdiction; was it over the soldiers a The governor stated that St. Maxent retained civil authority in commandant's duties included settlin Gálvez had not drawn clear lines, Jus available for St. Maxent. He, in turn, late and interference in caring for the set the settlers' supplies in his house, himself, and in other ways abused two men came at a bad time, since in Gálvez. Until St. Maxent left Valenzuela over the question of authority

The first Canary Islanders arrived Maxent marked out the settlement set on the left bank, he descended to N. When they came, Valenzuela was been by the settlers. During the next few months, seven houses arrived. By May ten houses had been plant two hundred arpents of land

5. Antonio de St. Maxent to the governor, October, 1779; [Gálvez] to Judice, New Orleans, October 1779, both in AGI, PC, leg. 192.